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Quotes from pupils (Please let us know

anything interesting, surprising or

wonderful which came out of the

interviews with pupils)

The children were excellent ambassadors for their school and

spoke with excitement and enthusiasm about RE and

Worldviews.

One child said she enjoyed learning about the 'creativity of

different religions'.

One child said when comparing RE with science 'there are

similarities and differences - the science explains How but RE

explains Why'.

They said 'It is good to be able to ask deeper questions like

-Who made God? Why did he do this?'

Please make a summative comment

about RE in the school which may be

used for publicity

The leadership of Bishop King Primary School is committed to

the development of RE and Worldviews, which has an

extremely positive impact on the quality of teaching and

learning and provides a firm foundation for the children to

make outstanding progress.

The RE and Worldviews curriculum maximises opportunities for

learning and developing the children’s knowledge and

understanding. By providing a nurturing environment and

giving opportunities for the children to ask more challenging

questions, their children can develop into more confident

citizens in a multi-faith world. The Global Learning Curriculum

further enhances the children’s learning and provides

purposeful and exciting experiences. Thus, inspiring and

encouraging the children to have high aspiration to “dream big,

love God, live well.”



Any other comments about the school

or the process

Mrs Wheatley and Miss Knapp are inspirational leaders who

are committed to nurturing the staff and children, thus

enabling them all to reach their full potential. They are

committed to moving the school forward through its Christian

distinctiveness, and their dedication and passion for the school

and children shines through.


